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Introduction
• Prosaccade latency is shorter than antisaccade latency (Kristjánsson, 2007; Leigh and 

Zee, 2006).

• Recent evidence suggests, however, that probability manipulations of target 
position might reduce or eliminate the antisaccade cost (Liu et al. 2010).

• When antisaccades are run in blocks with different probability of target position 
the latency of the antisaccades away from high probability positions are 
reduced but error rates increased, (in gap paradigm) (Koval, Ford and Everling, (2004).

• Liu et al. (2010) used a task combining visual search and saccades and found 
that the latency of prosaccades became shorter when saccading towards high 
probability positions but the latency of antisaccades became longer when 
saccading away from high probability positions.



General method
experiments 1 through 3

• Six blocks of prosaccades trials, 6 of antisaccades trials and 6 with anti- 
and prosaccades randomly interleaved. In each block in experiments 1 
and 2 were 36 trials but 40 in experiment 3.

• Different probability ratios for the target stimulus position, .25 left/.75 right, 
.5 left/.5 right and .75 left/.25 right and the order of ratios were random.

• In all experiments the central stimuli indicated whether observers were to 
make anti- or prosaccades.

• No significant effects of probability manipulations were found when anti- 
and prosaccades were run in separate blocks and therefore only results 
from the interleaved blocks are reported.



Experiment 1
• Introduction

• Will probability manipulations in traditional 
saccadic tasks affect:

• Latency of prosaccades?

• Latency of antisaccades?

• Decrease the antisaccade cost?

• Method

• Participants. Twenty students (M = 26.6 years, 
SD = 7 .4 years ; thereo f 15 women) 
participated.

• Procedure. Each trial began with the saccadic 
indicator. In half of the experiments the fixation 
point was a red square indicating prosaccades 
and a blue circle indicating antisaccades (vice 
verse for other half of experiments).



Experiment 1
• Results

• N o s i g n i fi c a n t e f f e c t s o f 
probability manipulations were 
found, all F’s < 1.3 and all p’s > .
3, but the antisaccade cost, 103 
ms, is highly significant (paired 
t-test: t(59) = 25.15, p < .001).

• Conclusions

• The resu l t s sugges t t ha t 
probability manipulations in 
traditional saccadic task does 
not affect latency of anti- or 
prosaccades nor affect the 
antisaccadic cost.



Experiment 2
• Introduction

• Some evidence (Koval et al., 
2 0 0 4 ) s u g g e s t s t h a t 
probability manipulations in 
the gap paradigm might 
have different effects than in 
no gap.

• Method

• Participants. Five female 
volunteers participated (M = 
29.8 years, SD = 10.3 years).



Experiment 2
• Results

• The main effect of the probability was 
significant in the interleaved antisaccade 
task (F(2, 8) = 4.61, p = .047) but not in 
the prosaccade task (F(2, 8) < .5 and p > 
.2). The differences in latency between 
probability ratios were, however, never 
significant (all p's > .5, corrected 
according to Bonferroni's method). The 
antisaccade cost, 66 ms, is highly 
significant (paired t-test: t(14) = 10.15, p 
< .001).

• Conclusions

• Probability manipulations in the gap 
paradigm have no effect upon anti- and 
prosaccades.



Experiment 3
• Introduction

• We used a simplified task from Liu et al. 
(2010) to test for effects of probability 
manipulations. The target appeared 
randomly in each of the 4 positions. The 
p u r p o s e w a s t o  t e s t i f 
probability  manipulations  would affect 
performance in a more complicated task:

• Latency of prosaccades

• Latency of antisaccades

• Decrease the antisaccade cost

• Method

• Participants. Five volunteers participated (M 
= 27.4 years, SD = 5.8 years; thereof 3 
women).



Experiment 3
• Results

• No significant effects of probability on 
latency were found (all F’s < 3.4 and 
all p’s > .086) and the antisaccade 
cost was highly significant (paired t-
test, high amplitude, 33 ms, t(14) = 
2.51, p = .024 and low amplitude, 42 
ms, t(14) = 3.74, p = .002).

• Conclusions

• The only effect of this more difficult 
task seems to be increased saccadic 
latency and the antisaccadic cost 
seems to be smaller than in previous 
experiments but is st i l l highly 
significant.



Experiments 3 and 4
• Introduction

• Experiment 4 was an exact replication of Liu et al. who 
found that with a probability manipulations the latency 
difference between anti- and prosaccades was eliminated.

• Method

• Participants. The same 6 volunteers (M = 24.6 years, SD = 
2.8 years; thereof 5 women) participated in experiments 4 
and 5.

• Stimuli. The target stimulus was a 1° green circle (50% of 
trials) and a blue circle (in the other 50%). The saccadic 
indicator for prosaccade was a dark grey circle (1°) inside a 
light gray circle (2°) and for antisaccades this was vice 
verse, see figure below.

• Procedure. The procedure in experiments 4 and 5 was the 
same, except that experiment 4 was self-paced. In 
experiment 5 each trial ended with a waiting period of 
random length. The probability manipulations were only 
used for horizontal prosaccades (as in Liu et al.) and in one 
of the two blocks in the experiment the target stimulus of 
the horizontal prosaccades appeared 120 times (75%) to 
the left and 14 times in each of the other locations (25%) 
but the antisaccades were evenly distributed between all 
four stimuli's position (40 times in each).



Experiments 3 and 4
• Results

• No differences were found in latency 
between experiments 4 and 5 and the 
data from them therefore combined.

• Conclusions

• In experiments 4 and 5 the latency of 
high probability saccades was 
shorter than of low probability 
saccades but had no effect on 
antisaccades latency. In the high 
probability condition the antisaccade 
cost still exists (see table) but has 
been eliminated in the low probability 
condition.



General conclusions
• In traditional short-latency saccadic tasks there were no effects of probability 

manipulations on saccadic latency (experiment 1).

• In the gap paradigm (experiment 2) we found a significant main effect of probability 
manipulations on saccadic latency but this was identical for anti- and prosaccades.

• In a saccade task with visual search with horizontal saccades only, we found no significant 
effects of probability neither on anti- nor on prosaccadic latency (experiment 3).

• In a similar task as in experiment 3 but with horizontal and vertical saccades interleaved 
we found significant effects of probability on prosaccadic latency when saccading 
towards high probability location consistent with what Liu et al observed (experiments 
4&5).

• Saccadic latency increases as the task gets more demanding.

• We conclude that saccadic latency, per se, is not affected by probability manipulations but 
influences the time needed to decide where to saccade to.
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